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Correction and accumulation Phase
continue in Indian Market

Nifty RSI to 51( previous week 49).
Market Cap to GDP ratio is

significantly overvalued at 103%(
last week 100%). Nifty PE is 23.56,

PB 4.41, DY 1.21 
FII Option Outstanding Contract

turns negative 3.40 lakh ( last week
negative 4.04 Lakh) -ve

NIfty below 13EMA and 26EMA
which is negative

 
 

Upcoming  events

Money Management Lessons



RVCC Parameters 

Nifty below 13 Day Exponential Moving Average (
EMA). Also below 26EMA - Negative Negative

 

MG Ratio above 100 is expensive  zone to invest 
 for Indian Markets



ओम � �� �ल� महासर�वती दे�ै नमः। 
Symbolic meaning of Goddess Saraswati &

significance to wealth creation 
1/8 Saraswati symbolizes the creative power

of Brahma
Wealth Cannot be created without creativity

. One can understand asset allocation
through a creative Asset Allocation Game

#yourstruly



ओम � �� �ल� महासर�वती दे�ै नमः। 
Symbolic meaning of Goddess Saraswati &

significance to wealth creation 
2/8 white clothes of Goddess Saraswati -purity

of knowledge
Wealth will not last unless it’s pure and for

right purpose. Investing in pure, profitable, tax
paying companies will pay in long run

#yourstruly 
 
 



ओम � �� �ल� महासर�वती दे�ै नमः। 
Symbolic meaning of Goddess Saraswati &

significance to wealth creation 
3/8 white lotus - Supreme Reality like lotus that roots in

mud but blooms with purity, It inspires people to
transcend physical limitations to receive true

knowledge.
Reality of Markets - Wealth is created by investments in

Bear market . The roots of lotus are in mud .
#yourstruly 



ओम � �� �ल� महासर�वती दे�ै नमः। 
Symbolic meaning of Goddess Saraswati &

significance to wealth creation 
4/8 Front left arms, holding a book indicate her

presence in the physical world - intellect (buddhi),
Vedas 

Wealth is the outcome of all intelligent decisions
like investing in right asset class at right time,

investing through right fund managers , company
and coach

 #yourstruly
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